
The Mass an Abomination to God

Christ finished the Atonement on Calvary, yet these Roman and High Church
priests go through the blasphemous daily sacrifice again.

The Influence of Thomas Aquinas – By
Former Priest Richard Bennett

Thomas Aquinas, the most learned man in the 13th century, combined
Aristotle’s pagan philosophy with Roman Catholic Church teaching.

The Hierarchical Structure Of Roman
Catholicism
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The fundamental concept of authority in the Roman Catholic church is rooted
in its hierarchical structure, which is as coherent and immutable as a
pyramid. Other institutions outside it may come and go; but the table of
basic values of the church of Rome never changes or evolves.

Jezebel Abroad In America

Much idolatry is flaunted in the faces of Christians today. Pictures of
people suppliant before images abound in the secular press, and on tens of
thousands of movie screens idolatrous displays and worshiping before images
have become the regular diet of the American public.Paganization of the life
of a people is a gradual process. Satan does not make his initial attack in
the open.

Paradise or Purgatory?

The Catholic Church delays the entrance of the believer into Paradise, and
makes merchandise of the miseries which she says the believer endures in
Purgatory.
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Catholic Vs. Protestant Unity

Evangelical Protestantism holds “one faith,” although its various churches
differ from each other in their forms of government, it has considerable
unity, though not uniformity.

When The Pope Blesses

Pope Benedict XV was the Pope of the Catholic Church from 1914 to 1922. When
he blessed certain people his “blessings” turned into curses on every one he
blessed!

The Papal Church a Political Machine
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So political is the Catholic Church that its religious aspect is a negligible
quantity. In the Vatican the religious aspect of any question is little
thought of. The officials of the Church there are not interested in true
religion.

Do You Confess Your Sins To A Priest?

The priest has no right to search out and discover all the secret sins of
your life. It is none of his business. God knows your sins. Go to Him and
confess them.

Crime And Religion
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Certain religious teachings, far from helping to lessen crime in youths and
adults, and among nations, may actually foster it.

Fake Relics And Miracles

II Thess. 2:9-11) warned of this “working of Satan with all power and signs
and lying wonders, and with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in those
that perish… And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that
they should believe a lie.”

The Dishonesty Of The Crucifix

Because the point of this article is Catholics should not worship the image
of Jesus dying on the cross of Calvary, I am not including a picture of it. I
am a former Roman Catholic.

This is from a PDF file on LutheranLibrary.org. It was published by The
Converted Catholic Magazine which was edited by former Catholic priest Leo
Herbert Lehmann.

BETWEEN the two great declarations of the Lord’s death and resurrection is
the explicit statement: “He was buried.” From then on we know not Christ
after the flesh — “Yea, though we have known Christ after the flesh,” says
Paul, “yet now henceforth know we Him no more.” The importance of this is
that, if Christ must still be contemplated on the cross, and still in His
place of sacrifice, then our sins also remain upon us; Christ’s work is
unfinished.

This is what the Roman Catholic church would have us believe, since an
unfinished work of Christ is the only excuse for the continuance of its
priesthood and the baneful control it exerts over the souls of millions.
Priests and the sacrifice they falsely offer daily for the sins of men, it
teaches, are necessary to make up for the imperfectness of the redemptive
work of Christ. For, if the saving work of Christ is perfect and complete,
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then the Roman priesthood has no reason for existence.

But the Gospel fact is that He was buried. The body of death is thus forever
put out of sight, and with that body of death went all our sins. Only profane
and impious men would dare make the sign of death the adored symbol of
salvation and life.

How dishonest is the crucifix! It has become an idol and a snare to millions,
a fetish and a relic of an apostate Christendom, diverting men’s minds from
light to darkness, from life to death. So it happened to the serpent of brass
that Moses once lifted up as a promise in the wilderness, but which the great
King Hezekiah long after was forced to break in pieces because it, too, had
become an idol and a snare to his people.

Christ in glory is the only object of the true Christian’s contemplation,
adoration and affection — the victorious, life-giving, all-powerful Saviour
and only High Priest: “Who needeth not daily, as those other priests, to
offer up sacrifice, first for his own sins, and then for the people’s: for
this he did once, when he offered up himself.” (Heb. 7:27)

By beholding and contemplating, not a dead or dying Christ, but this
powerful, living Saviour, we are changed into the same image of Him, from
glory unto glory.

Is The Catholic Confessional A Cause
Of Crime?

By Joseph Zacchello

This article is from a PDF file on LutheranLibrary.org written in 1944. It
was published by The Converted Catholic Magazine and edited by former Roman
Catholic priest, Leo Herbert Lehmann. If you see the word “recently,” just
think it was recent relative to 1944. But I believe the subject of this
article is still relevant today. If you’ve seen the film, “The Godfather,” I
think you know what I mean.
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Joseph Zacchello is a former Roman Catholic priest born in Italy in 1917. You
can read his interesting life story and conversion to Christ from Roman
darkness on, The Priest Who Found Christ.

After studying the Bible for the first time in my life after hearing the
Gospel in 1971, one of the things I rejoiced in was not having to confess my
sins to a Catholic priest in the confessional box! Jesus is my High Priest!
The Bible says,

If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and
to cleanse us from all unrighteousness. – 1 John 1:9

MANY WERE STARTLED by the statistics from official Catholic sources in The
Converted Catholic Magazine for January showing the abnormally high
percentage of Roman Catholics in our jails and penitentiaries, as well as the
disproportionate number of Catholics among young people arrested in New York
as juvenile delinquents. Persistent Catholic propaganda by radio, press and
pulpit had almost convinced Protestant Americans that all the crime in
America was the result of our “Godless” American public schools, and that
few, if any, Roman Catholics ever went to jail.

It is too much to expect that Catholic propagandists will publicize their own
crime statistics and allow their Catholic people to find out who or what is
responsible for the abnormally high rate of crime among Catholics.

There are priests in the Catholic church who place the blame on the fact that
nuns are made the moral teachers of youth in Catholic schools. Nuns, they
say, because of their self-repressive, ascetic training are not fitted to
teach and prepare Catholic children to face the real facts of life. Nuns
regard every thought of sex, for example, as a mortal sin and feel guilty
themselves even when they look at the nude image of Christ on the crucifix.
But these days, when children have so many ways of discovering the facts of
sex for themselves outside school, the influence of the nuns in this regard
may be largely discounted.

In the January issue of The Converted Catholic Magazine, Mr. Lehmann points
to the unethical teaching of the Catholic Church on theft and robbery as a
possible cause of the high rate of crime among Catholics. This teaching,
which gives the reasons that excuse from theft, should not be underestimated
since, as he proves on good authority, more than 50% of all crimes among
youth are connected with thievery. But such explanations are merely partial
and still leave us to find some underlying cause in the Catholic church’s
whole moral system of the alarming rate of crime among Catholics. This root
cause is the Catholic practice of confession, one of the seven ‘sacraments’
or foundation-stones upon which the entire superstructure of Roman
Catholicism is built.

Protestants oppose the Roman Catholic confessional because it is a purely
Roman invention, is contrary to scripture teaching, and was never taught or
practiced by Christ or his apostles. But few, if any, have ever brought to
light its evil effects in social and moral matters. These evil consequences
flow from the fact that Roman Catholics are taught to believe that the
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priest, a mere man, has the power to absolve them from their sins, on the
simple condition that they tell their sins in secrecy to him in the
confession-box, and promise to perform a simple ‘penance’ that he imposes.
The following should be noted with regard to the practice of confession:

1. The priest is a real judge.
2. He himself can forgive, or withhold forgiveness, of every kind, degree and
number of crimes at his own discretion;
3. There are no witnesses;
4. The sinner is his own accuser;
5. No record of the proceedings is kept; a guarantee in fact is given the
sinner that absolute secrecy will be observed;
6. No public jail sentence or fine is imposed, only a few minutes of prayers
and a verbal promise of reform;
7. By this procedure all effects of the crimes confessed are destroyed and
the criminal instantly made “holy” and a good citizen again.
8. This secret process of forgiveness and hiding of crimes may be
accomplished again and again as long as the sinner conforms to the
regulations set forth above and as laid down in Catholic Canon Law.

Canon 888 says:

“The priest has to remember that in hearing confessions he is a judge.”

Again Canon 872:

“For the hearing of confessions there is required in the priest not only the
power of orders [the priesthood] but also a juridical investment.”

As to the power of the priest as judge in confession, Canon 870 says:

“In the confessional the minister has the power to forgive all crimes
committed after baptism.”

The Council of Trent (Sess. VL. Chap. 7.D.B. 799) decreed that the priest not
only forgives sins in confession, but has power to destroy them and thus make
of the criminal a perfect citizen and a saint: “The crimes are not only
forgiven but destroyed and the criminal made as a new person — a saint”. To
obtain pardon it is not necessary to be sorry for crimes committed because
they are offenses against society or God, but it is sufficient if the
criminal is sorry for fear he will go to hell forever if he does not confess
them and obtain the forgiveness from the priest in confession. On this point
the Council of Trent (Sess. 14, C.H.) says of the sinner: “It is sufficient
if he is sorry for fear of otherwise burning in hell for all eternity.”

All the decrees of the Council of Trent are binding on Catholics under pain
of anathema and excommunication.

The main reason why crime is high in Catholic nations: Catholics
have no deterrent to crime!

Anyone can understand that this practice of the Catholic confession is no



deterrent to crime, and can easily, in fact, be made an excuse for continuing
in it. Big-time criminals and racketeers, especially, generally can find ways
to circumvent the civil law and its penalties. If they are Roman Catholics
and believe in confession, they have assurance of an easy way of also
escaping punishment in the next life.

Examples are plentiful of such big-time Catholic criminals and racketeers
continuing in crime without any qualms of conscience. ‘Big Tom’ Prendergast
of Kansas City who died recently after release from Federal penitentiary was
one of them. Under his rule, Kansas City was a menace to the morals of young
and old… Brothels flourished openly and criminal gangs enforced his dictates.
Gambling houses were as commonplace as grocery stores, and he himself was the
biggest gambler of his age. Political corruption abounded and Prendergast, as
boss of it all, grew fabulously rich from the wealth that flowed into his
pockets from this underground traffic in crime. Yet, when he died last
January 26, Monsignor Thomas B. McDonald who preached his funeral sermon
after solemn high mass, publicly proclaimed him “a man with a noble heart and
a true friend,” because “he went to mass every morning at 7:30 for 30 years.”

Tom Prendergast, and other Catholic criminals like him, did not fear the
penalties of the civil law, because he could escape them by bribing and
corrupting judges and officers of the law whom he himself had appointed. As a
Catholic, however, he feared the tortures of hell in the next life. But he
was assured by his church’s teaching that he could also escape God’s
punishment as long as he went to confession regularly, told his crimes to the
priest and said he was sorry merely because he was afraid of going to hell.
He was further assured that he could continue his life of crime with impunity
as long as he made sure of having a priest to absolve him before he died and
to say masses afterwards for his soul in Purgatory.

Mayor Hague of Jersey City is another of many examples of ‘devout’ Catholic
political bosses and racketeers who escape the punishment of the civil law by
bribery and corruption, and at the same time have the assurance from their
church’s teaching that they can also escape God’s punishment in the next life
by obtaining pardon regularly from their priests in confession.

Why then should Catholic parents wonder if their wayward children, trained to
confession in a Catholic school, refuse to heed their admonitions?
Forgiveness may be had in confession without any expression of sorrow to
their parents. Nor should a Catholic wife wonder how her husband can remain
unfaithful, even after going many times to the priest to tell him the details
of his unfaithfulness. Each time his sin is blotted out and he again becomes
the ideal husband — all by merely confessing to the priest and saying a few
‘Hail Mary’s’ as a ‘penance.’

Should we wonder why there are so many Catholic criminals? Perhaps we should
wonder why there are not many more. That there are not many more may be due
to the fact that not all ‘judges’ sit in confession-boxes, but on criminal
court benches and send criminals to jail and penitentiaries, and even to the
electric chair.

We former priests now know what true forgiveness of sins means in Christian



teaching: that God alone forgives sins and with forgiveness comes a complete
change of life. The Catholic practice of confession is merely a recital to a
man of sins committed, with no guarantee of pardon from God, and nothing to
prevent the repetition of the same sins over and over again. In true
Christian teaching, forgiveness of sins is not just the wiping off of old
sins from the soul and then going forth to soil it again with more of the
same sins. It means the gift of a whole new soul, the rebirth to a new life
for the sinner to whom sin becomes abhorrent and who remains sanctified and a
true child of God thereafter. Then the sinner is really saved. He becomes not
only a saint, but also a good citizen. Only this kind of religious teaching
is a real deterrent to crime.

An Overview of the History of the
Papacy – By Richard Bennett

Because of the fascination of the world with the office of the Pope and his
power, it is important to study the topic historically and in the light of
Biblical truth. This article is an overview of the history of the Papacy from
its inception to rule of Pope John Paul II. A biblical analysis of the basis
on which the Office of the Papacy claims to be the Rock of Matthew 16:18 is
found on our Webpage: www.bereanbeacon.org

Early church at Rome

The church at Rome was in the beginning a community of brothers and sisters,
guided by a few of the brothers. The four Gospels and letters of the Apostles
settled the great questions of doctrine. A pompous title and position of one
man lording it over the others did not exist, as such is forbidden by the
Holy Scriptures. The lives of the believers and the doctrine taught were in
accord with the Lord’s words, “One is your Master, even Christ; and all ye
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are brethren.”1 The Scriptures, however, warned that from the midst of the
brotherhood would arise a power that would attempt to destroy the Gospel and
the simple brotherhood of believers. This was nowhere more graphically
fulfilled than in the rise of the Office of the Papacy out of the church that
had been established in Rome.

Gradual rise of Papal Rome

The respect enjoyed by the various Christian elders in the second century was
roughly proportionate to the rank of the city in which they resided. At that
time, Rome was the largest, richest, most powerful city in the world, the
queen of the Imperial Roman Empire. If Rome was the queen of cities, why
should she not be the one to have a bishop to be the king of bishops? Thus,
even when pagan Rome fell to the barbarian nations, some of the political
esteem that she had won from the nations of the earth remained. The Barbarian
overthrow of the Western Roman Empire was succeeded by the gradual rise of
Papal Rome. Gradually, bishops from different parts of the empire, seeing
themselves as above ordinary elders, yielded to the bishops of Rome some
portion of the honor similar to that which the world gives to a prince. From
this approbation, the Bishops of Rome began to demand submission as the
third, fourth, and fifth centuries passed. In these centuries also, as the
true Gospel was watered down, there came in its place the growth of ritualism
in the churches, in which true worship of God and the inner conviction of the
Holy Spirit was replaced by ceremonialism and idolatry. Pagan practices took
on a veneer of Christianity. The clergy-laity division of the people of God
became the accepted base. This further devolved into a hierarchy of the
ruling clergy. By the end of the fifth century, the early ministers of the
Gospel, who had taught the Scripture, had become replaced by a sacrificing
priesthood in which the priest presumed to mediate between God and men. The
church was no more the fellowship of believers under Christ Jesus, but rather
an institution dominated by a hierarchy, with the most powerful individual
being the Bishop of Rome.2

Bishop of Rome becomes the Pope

The power of the Bishop of Rome ascended as the imperial power of the Emperor
declined. Edicts of the Emperor Theodosius II and of Valentinian III
proclaimed the Roman bishop “as Rector of the whole Church.” The Emperor
Justinian, who was living in the East in Constantinople, in the sixth century
published a similar decree. These proclamations did not create the office of
the Pope but from the sixth century there was such advancement of power and
prestige that from that time the title of “Pope” began to fit the one who was
Bishop of Rome.3

Fraudulent documents aid rise of Papacy

It was not until the middle of the eight century that serious contentions
were made claiming the transfer of power and authority from the Emperor
Constantine to the Bishop of Rome. The Donation of Constantine was purported
to be the legal document in which the Emperor Constantine donated to
Sylvester, the Bishop of Rome (314-335), much of his property and invested



him with great spiritual power and authority. The vastness and splendor of
the inheritance allegedly given by Constantine to Sylvester in the spurious
document is seen the following quotation from the manuscript,

“We attribute to the See of Peter all the dignity, all the glory,
all the authority of the imperial power. Furthermore, we give to
Sylvester and to his successors our palace of the Lateran, which is
incontestably the finest palace on the earth; we give him our
crown, our miter, our diadem, and all our imperial vestments; we
transfer to him the imperial dignity. We bestow on the holy Pontiff
in free gift the city of Rome, and all the western cities of Italy.
To cede precedence to him, we divest ourselves of our authority
over all those provinces, and we withdraw from Rome, transferring
the seat of our empire to Byzantium; inasmuch as it is not proper
that an earthly emperor should preserve the least authority, where
God hath established the head of his religion.”4

The Donation of Constantine was probably forged a little before A.D. 754. Of
it, Wylie says, “In it Constantine is made to speak in the Latin of the
eighth century, and to address Bishop Sylvester as ‘Prince of the Apostles,
Vicar of Christ’. During more than 600 years Rome impressively cited this
deed of gift, inserted it in her codes, permitted none to question its
genuineness, and burned those who refused to believe in it. The first dawn of
light in the sixteenth century sufficed to discover the cheat. In the
following century another document of a like extraordinary character was
given to the world. We refer to the Decretals of Isidore. These were
concocted about the year 845. They professed to be a collection of the
letters, rescripts, and bulls of the early pastors of the Church of Rome…The
writer, who professed to be living in the first century, painted the Church
of Rome in the magnificence which she attained only in the ninth, and made
the pastors of the first age speak in the pompous words of the Popes of the
Middle Ages. Abounding in absurdities, contradiction, and anachronisms, it
affords a measure of the intelligence of the age that accepted it as
authentic…It became the foundation of the canon law, and continues to be so,
although there is not now a Popish writer who does not acknowledge it to be a
piece of imposture.”5

As early as 865, Pope Nicholas drew from these forgeries a way to demand
submission from bishops and princes. The arrogance of the popes grew from
this time onward. Popes became intoxicated with their own pride; some in
their teens and twenties lost their senses in drunken immorality.6 The
infamous women of history, Theodora and Marozia, for many years governed the
papal throne. That unholy See, pretending to rise above the majesty of kings
and bishops, was sunk in the dregs of sin. Theodora and Marozia installed and
deposed at their pleasure those who sat in the pretended chair of St. Peter.
For two centuries, the Papacy was one wild arena of disorders as the most
powerful families of Italy disputed and fought over it like a possession.



Lusts of the mind

The year 1073 was a turning point from the centuries of gross immorality.
Rigorous discipline filled the papacy. Reaching above the lusts of the flesh,
the lusts of papal minds began to clutch at the things of God. Pope Gregory
VII, the noted Hildebrand, ambitious beyond all who had preceded him, took to
himself the idea that the reign of the Pope was but another name for the
reign of God. He resolved never to rest until he had subjected all authority
and power, both spiritual and temporal, to the “chair of Peter”. Hildebrand’s
successors continued his project, and strove by trickery, by arms, by
crusades and by anathemas, to place the world under the scepter of the papal
throne. For two centuries from the time of Hildebrand’s reign, the papacy
increased in power and glory, and was maintained by thousands of destroyed
lives, many deposed kings and princes, many sacked cities, and many fields
deluged with blood.

Popes Innocent III (1216) and Boniface VIII (1303) put the final touches to
Papal triumph in spiritual and temporal power. Seventy-five popes, one after
another, from Pope Innocent Pope Pius VII, approved of torture, murder, and
burning at the stake, and the confiscation of property of believers in the
horrific centuries of the Inquisition.7 Many of those slain were true Bible
believers.

“The most ghastly abomination of all was the system of torture. The
accounts of its cold- blooded operations make one shudder at the
capacity of human beings for cruelty. And it was decreed and
regulated by the Popes who claim to represent Christ on earth. In
1252 Pope Innocent IV solemnly authorized it. Confirmatory or
regulatory decrees about it were issued by Alexander IV, Clement
IV, Urban IV and Clement V.”8

The Papacy had become “drunken with the blood of the saints, and with the
blood of the martyrs of Jesus.”9 No other kingdom or power has ever drunken
so deeply of this blood as had Papal Rome. Thus as streams are traced to the
fountain, so is the Papacy traced to the prophecies of Scripture, which
correctly interprets the Papacy. This is “the same horn [that] made war with
the saints, and prevailed against them.”10 “And it was given unto him to make
war with the saints, and to overcome them: and power was given him over all
kindreds, and tongues, and nations.”11

The Papacy and Modern Times

A partial list of the successes of the Papacy under Roman Catholic dictators
in twentieth century includes: Adolf Hitler in Germany, 1933-1945; Benito
Mussolini in Italy, 1922-1943; Francisco Franco in Spain, 1936-1975; Antonio
Salazar in Portugal, 1932-1968; Juan Peron in Argentina, 1946-1955; Ante
Pavelic in Croatia, 1941-1945; and Engelbert Dollfuss and Kurt von
Schuschnigg in Austria, 1932-1934. The Vatican’s legal agreement with those
nations is well known; few, however, see the Nazism of Germany and the
Fascism of Italy, Spain, Portugal, Croatia, and Latin America as consequences



of the Papacy’s economic and social teachings, and legal agreements between
the Vatican and these nations.12 The Crusades and the 605 years of the
Inquisition have stopped, but the power of the Papacy to influence and to
control governments, social, economic, political life and the destinies of
peoples, has continued.

Power through law

What had looked like a mortal wound to Papal power took place in 1798.13 A
general of Napoleon’s army entered the Vatican, removing Pope Pius VI from
his throne; and so it was that Popedom lost its basis as a civil power. Pope
Pius IX, not having territorial or civil power, sought to re-establish the
Papacy. An internally important part of his design brought about the
declaration of Papal infallibility. With remarkable ingenuity against not
only the Scriptural absurdity of the concept, but also in spite of the
historical fact of heretical popes, this was made doctrine at Vatican Council
I in 1870. Further, the Papacy re-established itself internally by re-
organizing Roman Catholic law into the 1917 Code of Canon Law.14 The apparent
mortal wound of 1798 was to be healed in 1929 when under Mussolini, the
Vatican was again recognized as a civil power and seated on all seven hills.
The concordat with Mussolini was just the beginning of many civil concordats,
one of the most infamous being that between Pope Pius XII and Adolf Hitler.15

The Papacy had again consolidated its power from within by the 1917 Code of
Canon Law and from without by legal concordats with the various nations. Thus
the Vatican, with its own citizens as part of sovereign nations across the
world and with her civil agreements with the same nations, has a double cord
of power. The individual Catholic, fearing for his salvation, and laden with
his first allegiance being to “holy Mother Church” is a pliable pawn in the
hand of the Papacy.16

The major change of direction made visible by Vatican Council II (1962-1965).
That council moved from separation from other religions to false ecumenism,
not only with the religions of the world, but also with Bible believers in
particular. “Separated brethren” was a new term for those always considered
heretics, while the pagan religions of Islam, Buddhism, and Hinduism now
became accepted ways to God.17 This new approach was established by the RCC
to win the world to herself by means of dialogue, the rules and goal of which
she has carefully spelled out in her post-Conciliar Document No. 42 on
ecumenism, which states that “dialogue is not an end in itself….it is not
just an academic discussion.” 18 Rather, “ecumenical dialogue…serves to
transform modes of thought and behavior and the daily life of those [non-
Catholic] communities. In this way, it aims at preparing the way for their
unity of faith in the bosom of a Church one and visible.”19

The Pope’s official position is that “ecumenical encounter is not merely an
individual work, but also a task of the [RC] Church, which takes precedence
over all individual opinions.”20 The Papacy expects this process of dialogue
to take time. The Roman Catholic Church’s stated aim of bringing all
Christian churches under her authority is clearly her goal. She says,



“…little by little, as the obstacles to perfect ecclesial communion
are overcome, all Christians will be gathered, in a common
celebration of the Eucharist [the Mass] into that unity of the one
and only Church….This unity, we believe, dwells in the Catholic
Church as something we can never lose.”21

Pope John Paul II, while initially having been thought to be liberal and
modern, consolidated further the dictatorial powers afforded him by the 1917
Code of Canon Law and by his purported infallibility, bequeathed him by
Vatican Council I. This he did by revising the 1917 Code, making it even more
conservative than it had been, and has been careful to appoint new bishops in
line with his centralized way of thinking.

Like another Hildebrand, John Paul II is determined to build, by both Church
and civil law, the structure by which the Papacy can again at the appropriate
time wield might and power among the nations.22 This same Pope John Paul II
has been adamant in his efforts to update the laws of the Roman Catholic
Church. Since the days of Hildebrand, popes have seen the necessity of making
iron and inflexible church laws before attempting to control her subjects and
those not Catholic by compulsion and violence, if necessary. In 1983, John
Paul II’s revision of the 1917 Code of Canon Law added to the Roman Catholic
laws, for example, “The Church has an innate and proper right to coerce
offending members of the Christian faithful by means of penal sanctions.”23

Examination of these laws shows them to be even more absolute and
totalitarian than those of the past. If one rejects submission of his
intellect and will to the Pope, or some of the other laws of the Papacy,
Canon 1371, Para. 1 states that “The following are to be punished with a just
penalty: 1 a person who…teaches a doctrine condemned by the Roman Pontiff….”
Canon 1312 outlines specified penalties that are to be carried out, “Para. 2.
The law can establish other expiatory penalties which deprive a believer of
some spiritual or temporal good and are consistent with the supernatural end
of the Church.” The perverse vindictiveness of these laws contravenes the
repeated Scriptural commands to be not despotic, as are the rulers of this
world. From the creation of the Papacy in the sixth century, its heart has
been that of law and force. Grace and the Gospel have been superseded by
decrees and coercion. A veneer of Christianity has always been upheld, yet
this surface ritual religion has always repressed and persecuted true
godliness. The history of the Papacy shows that unequivocally it is a power
structure built on forgeries, craft, persecution, a false gospel, church law,
civil power, and concordats. Nonetheless, the Papacy for most of its history
has succeeded in deluding millions. Present day Catholicism continues to
insist that its Papal Office is of God, and the world for the most part bows
down before her shrine and her Christ, the Pontiff himself.
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H. G. WELLS, world-known author and historian, gives us in this latest book
his frank convictions about the meddling, reactionary policies of the Roman
Catholic Church.

The Rod of Asclepius – The Symbol of
Medicine – Exposed!

This article is by my friend Brian Klunder who sent me PDF files. I converted
it to web format to make it easy to read from a small screen.

And the light of a candle shall shine no more at
all in thee; and the voice of the bridegroom and of
the bride shall be heard no more at all in thee:
for thy merchants were the great men of the earth;
for by thy sorceries were all nations deceived. –
Revelation 18:23

In Greek mythology, the Rod of Asclepius is a serpent-entwined rod
wielded by the Greek god Asclepius, a deity associated with healing
and medicine. In modern times, it is the predominant symbol for
medicine and health care. – Wikipedia
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We are told that the snake is a symbol of medicine…BUT WHY?

Rod Of Asclepius Symbol Of Medicine

Does it represent the brass serpent of Moses in the desert? Not a chance!

Here’s the short version. The Lord gave the people a serpent to look upon for
healing and as usual they turned it into an idol (snake worship) until it was
destroyed 700 years later in 700 BC (2nd Kings 18:4). But it was too late.
The enemy turned the idol into the cult of Asclepius around 460 BC invading
Greece, Rome and Europe.

So where did the snake symbols come from?

In order to understand, we must enter the world of Greek mythology; A
collection of myths belonging to a religious culture.



TEMPLE OF ASCLEPIUS



This is where the sick would come for healing. It was known as the “Seat of
Satan” in Pergamus, Revelation 2:13

Asclepius was referred to as “Saviour Asclepius” in the temple. The temple
floor would be covered in what they believed to be healing snakes in honor of
the god. This theme prevailed as new temples were founded throughout the
classical world.

Hygeia, the daughter and assistant of
Asclepius



Do you notice the snake drinking from the bowl of wisdom?

The bowl of Hygeia is the most widely recognized international symbol of the
pharmacy industry.

The serpent drinking from the bowl of wisdom represents the deceptive
character of Satan deceiving people today.

CADUCEUS 3500 BC:
This was the staff of the god…Hermes, father of Hermaphrodite, [both sex
organs]

In Greek mythology and in the occultic world, the caduceus has nothing to do
with health or medicine.

So why has modern medicine adopted the symbol? It’s only purpose was for
magic and to protect thieves and merchants.

It is the spirit behind the deletion of the genders that’s so prevalent in
our society today.

Are you connecting the dots?



Did you know when Christians began their battle against the pagan gods for
the souls of mankind, Asclepius was the leading deity in the struggle between
the dying world of the pagans and the rising world of the Christians?

[“Edelstien and Edelstein” – Asclepius, A Collection and Interpretation of
the Testimonies) Stone Masons were beheaded for refusing to make statues to
Asclepius. Christians were burned alive in Pergamum for refusing to sacrifice
to the gods.

Early Christian Martyrs refused to worship the Cult of Asclepius in the times
of Diocletian.

ASCLEPIUS: “THE COUNTERFEIT JESUS”

The Old Testament prophesied that a Saviour would come healing the sick and
raising the dead. Satan, who opposes everything God does, preempted the
arrival of the Messiah by sending Asclepius as a counterfeit god of medicine.

As Justin Martyr said (1st century Christian apologist), “And when he (the
devil) brings forth Asclepius as the raiser of the dead and healer of other
diseases, may I not say that in this matter likewise he has imitated the
prophecies of Christ.”

Eusebius, the “father of church history”, called Asclepius, “The god who does
not cure souls but destroys them. The one who draws men away from their true



Saviour.”

Let’s meet the father of the modern pharmaceutical industry
(Toxicology/Pharmacology). Ever wonder why there are so many metals in
vaccines? I sure have and here is why:

Paracelsus was an occultist, alchemist and astrologer (1500’s) who theorized
it was the planetary alignment that was the reason for your ill health. But
hey, no worries! His toxic metals potion blend will do the trick! But just
ignore the Alzheimer’s disease, Dementia, Autism and all the other heavy
metal diseases that are a result of his venomous blend.



Did you know the original Hippocratic oath that doctors made was to
Asclepius?

The early church forefathers clearly saw Satan’s deceiving hand at work. Do
you?

LET’S DO A QUICK RECAP OF WHAT WE LEARNED AND ANSWER THE ORIGINAL
QUESTION OF: WHY SNAKES?

Obviously, it’s symbolism, Right? But allow me to expand what that really
means. Imagine running for your life in the dead of night, trying to escape a
murderous gang, and you stumble upon two houses.



Without a moments hesitation you ran into the house with the cross, right?

But why?

Because that symbol marked ownership. You recognized the spirit behind the
symbol controlled the territory you were about to enter.

BUT DOES THE BIBLE HAVE ANYTHING TO SAY ABOUT – SATANIC SYMBOLS?

Yea, ye took up the tabernacle of Moloch, and the
star of your god Remphan, figures which ye made to
worship them: and I will carry you away beyond
Babylon. – Acts 7:43
Note:The so called “Star of David” on the Israeli flag is actually the star
of the pagan god Remphan! How many Christians or Jews know that? Ref: The
Star of David? Or the Star of Remphan! And also: The ‘Star of David’ Is A
Satanic Hexagram

As Christians, we can all agree that the modern day abortion industry is just
Molech worship repackaged. Children are being sacrificed for comfort and
prosperity. But doesn’t an aborted baby being sacrificed for the lie of
promising health and protection fall into that same definition of aborted
fetal cells for vaccines argument? Of course it does! Think Christian! Do we
partake in the sacrifice of a murdered baby for our benefit? Do we “do evil
so that good may come?” What has the Lord to say about this?
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And I will set my face against that man, and will
cut him off from among his people; because he hath
given of his seed unto Molech, to defile my
sanctuary, and to profane my holy name.
– Leviticus 20:3

My friends, if all the nations are deceived by the pharmaceutical industry
{Revelation 18:23} then should we not struggle and work through this
scripture? Could it be, we also have defiled our sanctuary by participating?
And is ignorance a worthy defense, when we stand before the throne?

Let’s explore the answers through the lens of God – SHALL WE?

(That’s all for now until Brian sends more!)

The Bondage Of Doing

Salvation is from Christ alone, through faith in God’s Word alone, due to
God’s grace alone. Abraham believed God and it was counted to Abraham for
righteousness.

The Cunning Genius of the Vatican
Papal System, Part II
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The Papal System is unrivaled in the world. It’s massive, it’s institutional,
it’s a religious system which is also a civil system. It’s immensely
deceptive.

Seven Things You May Not Know about
Christmas

There is debate among some Christians about whether we should celebrate
Christmas or not. I think we can if we scrape the lies off the Truth and
celebrate it as it should be celebrated, as the birth of the Saviour, the
Messiah, Jesus Christ, on earth.

Isaac Munter, pastor of a church in Bethelem, said there will be no festive
Christmas celebrations this year in his church because of the destruction and
death in Gaza. But I think we can still praise the Father for sending His Son
to earth to be our savior!

Angels of God notified shepherds of the birth of Christ and celebrated the
fact.

Luke 2:11-14  For unto you is born this day in the city of David a Saviour,
which is Christ the Lord. 12  And this shall be a sign unto you; Ye shall
find the babe wrapped in swaddling clothes, lying in a manger. 13  And
suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly host praising
God, and saying, 14  Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good
will toward men.

My wife and I are against the trappings of this world related to the
Christmas season. We will never put up a tree or use any other symbols we
consider to be Roman paganism.

When I lived in Japan, I took advantage of Christian holidays, Christmas and
Easter (I’d rather call it Resurrection Sunday), to tell the Japanese about
Jesus. It’s a great time to share the Gospel in non-Christian nations. Many
Japanese have never heard the Gospel even once. One Japanese lady used to
think Jesus was born in America!
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Some things many people may not know:

December 25th is supposed to be a Christian holiday celebrating the1.
birth of the Messiah, Jesus Christ. But the date chosen was in fact
based on pagan tradition, a Roman custom called “Sol Invictus” meaning,
rebirth of the sun! In other words, the December 25th holiday is really
based on sun worship. Just think about it: Winter solstice, the shortest
day of the year, occurs either on December 21st or 22nd depending on the
shift of the calendar. The day starts to get longer finally from the
25th, hence, the “rebirth of the sun.” The Bible does not specify the
date that Jesus was born. He probably was not born in the winter because
Luke chapter 2 says that at the time of His birth were, “shepherds
abiding in the field, keeping watch over their flock by night”.
Shepherds usually don’t graze their flocks in winter.
People who call themselves Christians do not all celebrate December 25th2.
as the birthday of Christ. The Orthodox Church celebrates it on January
7th.
Some dedicated and sincere Christians refuse to celebrate Christmas at3.
all because of the materialism the worldly merchants promote at this
time.
December 25th is the 359th day of the year. The first time the word4.
Satan appears in the King James version of the Bible is in 1 Chronicles
chapter 21 – the 359th chapter! I have researcher, Al Neal to thank for
this fact. But I also confirmed this for myself by adding up the
chapters using OpenOffice Calc (the same as Excel). According to Al
Neal, the numerical value of the Hebrew word for Satan is also 359! See
http://www.jewfaq.org/alephbet.htm that Hebrew letters can be converted
to numbers.
Santa is Satan when you move the third letter N to the end of the name.5.
Christmas trees, mistletoe, jingle bells, etc. are related to paganism.6.
The trees especially are related to pagan Druidism. The evergreen tree
is based on sun worship. The sun’s energy turns plants green. Druids
therefore worshiped the sun through the evergreen tree.
Many Japanese do not know that Christmas is supposed to be the7.
celebration of the birth of the Son of God to earth. They celebrate
Christmas by eating some cake with tea on the evening of December 25th.
The only reason they acknowledge Christmas at all is because of Western,
and especially American influence.

The Ten Commandments in the Language
of the Pope
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I think that most Protestant Christians today have been deceived as to who
the Pope of Rome really is. This post may offend some people, but perhaps it
may help wake up the sleepers. It was taken from “The Pope – Chief of White
Slavers, High Priest of Intrigue” – By Jeremiah J. Crowley, a Roman Catholic
priest for 21 years. He wrote it in 1913. Do you think the Roman Catholic
hierarchy is any different today? I once met a young Irishman who told me he
is ashamed of the fact he was raised Catholic because of the scandals of
pedophile priests.

The following is taken from LETTER TO ALL CIVILIZED PEOPLES. Subject: THE
POPE—FOE OF MANKIND. Part I
Yes, it expresses extreme sarcasm. But I think a man such as Jeremiah J.
Crowley could well afford to be sarcastic considering the way the agents of
the Vatican dealt with him.

The Ten Commandments of God translated into papal language are thus rendered:

One Lord and one God shalt thou adore, in the “Supreme Pontiff” at Rome,1.
“Vicar of Christ,” and like unto Christ, sinless and infallible.
Bless every day of thy life the holy name of pope and pontiff, proving2.
thy sincerity by daily offerings to “Peter’s Pence.”
Keep holy the feast days of “Holy Church,” especially those of the3.
Blessed Booze and the cherished St. Boodle.
Honor the “Holy Fathers” of thy Church and reverence the “Holy Mothers”4.
of White Slavery, toiling so steadily for “Holy Fathers” comfort.
Kill thou shalt not, save “Heretics”, “Schismatics” and other enemies of5.
the blessed White Slavery of the Vatican.
Commit not adultery, unless thou faithfully pay the price set by “Holy6.
Church” for many masses for “souls in Purgatory.”
Steal not, unless to hand over proceeds to “Holy Fathers” for saloon,7.
red light, and other agents of needed priestly refreshment and
recuperation.
Do not lie, save and except when duty to “Holy Church” and the interests8.
of its White Slave and Wine Room activities demand.
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Covet not thy neighbor’s wife, unless thou art prelate, priest, or monk.9.
Covet not any of thy neighbor’s goods that thou couldst not turn readily10.
into coin of the realm, for the benefit of White Slave Institutions and
Temples of Sodom, under control of “Holy Fathers” for the spiritual
upliftment of men and women.

 

In the beginning of this chapter, Jeremiah J. Crowley writes:

David, King and Prophet, filled with a genuine and grateful exaltation of
spirit, at all the benefits received from his God, exclaimed:

O praise the Lord, all ye nations: praise him, all ye people. For
his merciful kindness is great toward us: and the truth of the Lord
endureth for ever. Praise ye the Lord.

For this sublime invocation of the Royal Prophet papal eulogists of today may
invite us to sing:

O praise the pope, all ye humankind: praise him, all ye nations.
For his goodness is ever at command of highest bidder, and his
favor endureth as long as suppliant’s gold holds out.


